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Melacha of Selecting
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INTRODUCTION
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1

After completing the melacha of winnowing
what is the farmer left with?
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How does the melacha of borer help the farmer?
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Deﬁne the melacha of borer.
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Give four other examples of borer:

THREE CONDITIONS-OVERVIEW

1

2

What are the three conditions that must be fulﬁlled in order to select an
object and not violate the melacha of borer?

When the halacha says that a person must
use their hand, what does that exclude?
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"GOOD" AND "BAD"

1

There are three classic cases of borer. List each case and give an example of each.
CASE 1

CASE 2

CASE 3
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In regard to borer, the item that we don’t ____________________ now
we label _________________________.
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MIXTURES: THE ABC OF SELECTING

1

The most basic premise of borer is that in order
for the melacha of borer to apply there has to
be a...
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The general rule to deﬁne whether there is a mixture is to determine if there
is a…
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On Friday night Avi wants to take out his favorite
shirt to put on in the morning. He ﬁnds it on the
bottom of a pile of not yet folded clean laundry.
Is he allowed to pull it out and get it ready?
Explain your answer.
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MIXTURES: THE ABC OF SELECTING

4

On Friday night Rachel wants to take out her favorite
dress to put on in the morning. She ﬁnds it amongst
her skirts hanging in the closet. Is she allowed to pull it
out and get it ready? Explain your answer.
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Every melacha in the Mishkan created something new or was a
purposeful act of creation. What does the melacha of borer create?
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What is the diﬀerence in halacha regarding borer whether a room is light or dark?
When a room is light, there are objects such as books that are
clearly distinguishable from one another and therefore the books
are not considered a mixture. When the room is dark, the books can
not be distinguished from one another and therefore they are a mixture.
When a room is light, there are objects that can be clearly seen as
mixtures and are therefore a problem of borer. When the room is dark,
the objects are not seen and are therefore considered as if they are not
mixtures.
There is no diﬀerence whether objects can be seen or not in halacha.
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MIXTURES: THE ABC OF SELECTING
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The children played in the playroom all Shabbos afternoon and there are toys
everywhere. It is now time to clean up.
Is it permissible to put each type of toy into its proper place?
Explain your answer:

Is it permissible to put all the toys together in one place?
Explain your answer:
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Label whether the items are a mixture or not and explain why
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UNDERSTANDING MIXTURES:
ONE VS. TWO TYPES

1

Borer only applies if you have ___________________ or ___________________
types of items, but if you only have one, then the item is not subject to borer
because it is not a _____________________.
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In general, when there are many of one type of food it is not considered a mixture.
Which are the exceptions to this rule? Check all that apply:

Some of the items are spoiled or rotten.
Some of the items are prepared in diﬀerent ways; such as cooked
and fried.
Some of the items are bigger than others.
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TRUE OR FALSE: Diﬀerent parts of chicken, such as
white meat or dark meat, are considered a mixture
and the halachot of borer apply.

UNDERSTANDING MIXTURES:
LARGE AND SMALL

1

2

The general rule is that items that are
diﬀerent sizes are considered as if they
are diﬀerent items if...

Label whether the items are a mixture or not and explain why:
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Notes
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